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Disclaimer (1)
This presentation, its contents and any related communication (together, the “Presentation”) is not intended for distribution to, or use by any person or entity in any jurisdiction or country where
such distribution or use would be contrary to local law or regulation. This Presentation is being made available to you on a strictly confidential basis and is intended for the internal use of authorised
recipients (“Recipients”) only and no part of this Presentation may be reproduced, distributed, quoted, referred to or disclosed to any third party. Recipients are hereby notified that photocopying,
scanning, or any other form of reproduction, or distribution, in whole or in part, to any other person at any time is strictly prohibited without the prior written consent of TSB Bank plc (“TSB”). By
reading or attending this Presentation you represent, warrant and agree that (i) you will not attempt to reproduce, distribute or transmit the contents (in whole or in part) of this Presentation by any
means and agree to keep it confidential at all times; (ii) you consent to delivery of this Presentation by electronic transmission, if applicable; (iii) you are not a U.S. person within the meaning of
Regulation S under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “Securities Act”); (iv) if you are in the United Kingdom, you are a person who is (a) an investment professional within the
meaning of Article 19 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (“FPO”) or (b) a high net worth entity falling within Article 49(2)(a) to (d) of the FPO; (v) if you
are in the European Economic Area (the “EEA”), you are not (a) a retail client as defined in point (11) of Article 4(1) of Directive 2014/65/EU (as amended) (“MiFID II”) or (b) a customer within the
meaning of Directive (EU) 2016-97, where that customer would not qualify as a professional client as defined in point (10) of Article 4(1) of MiFID II; (vi) you are a person to whom this Presentation
may lawfully be delivered in accordance with the laws of the jurisdiction in which you are located; and (vii) you have understood and agreed to the terms set out herein. By accepting the delivery of
this Presentation, the recipient warrants and acknowledges that it falls within the category of persons set out in this disclaimer.
The information herein is strictly confidential and intended solely for use by the recipient. This Presentation is solely for use as an investor presentation and is provided as information only.
This Presentation does not constitute or form any part of an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any securities in any jurisdiction, including the United States. Any securities subsequently
issued by TSB will not be registered under the Securities Act, or the securities laws of any state or any other jurisdiction of the United States, and may not be offered or sold within the United States
except pursuant to an exemption from, or in a transaction not subject to, the registration requirements of the Securities Act. Any failure to comply with this regulation may constitute a violation of
United States securities laws. Neither this Presentation nor any copy hereof may be sent or taken or distributed in the United States or directly or indirectly to any U.S. person (as such term is
defined in Regulation S under the Securities Act), except pursuant to an exemption from the registration requirements of the Securities Act. If this Presentation has been received in error it must be
returned immediately to TSB. Accordingly, this Presentation is being provided only to persons that are not “U.S. persons” within the meaning of Regulation S under the Securities Act.
NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY TO ANY U.S. PERSON (AS SUCH TERM IS DEFINED IN REGULATION S UNDER THE SECURITIES ACT) OR TO ANY PERSON OR
ADDRESS IN THE UNITED STATES.
For the purposes of section 21 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 ("FSMA"), this Presentation is directed only at persons who (i) are investment professionals within the meaning of
Article 19 of the FPO or (ii) are high net worth entities falling within Article 49(2)(a) to (d) of the FPO (all such persons together being referred to as “Relevant Persons"). This Presentation must not
be acted on or relied on by persons who are not Relevant Persons. Any investment or investment activity to which this Presentation relates is available only to Relevant Persons and will be
engaged in only with Relevant Persons. Each Recipient represents and agrees that it has complied and will comply with all applicable provisions of the FSMA with respect to anything done by it in
relation to any securities in, from or otherwise involving the United Kingdom. This Presentation is not for distribution to retail clients as defined by the Financial Conduct Authority Rules. No action
has been made or will be taken that would permit a public offering of any securities described herein in any jurisdiction in which action for that purpose is required. No offers, sales, resales or
delivery of any securities described herein or distribution of any offering material relating to any such securities may be made in or from any jurisdiction except in circumstances which will result in
compliance with any applicable laws and regulations. In addition, this Presentation may only be made available to Relevant Persons in member states of the European Economic Area who are
"qualified investors" within the meaning of Regulation (EU) 2017/1129 (the "Prospectus Regulation") ("Qualified Investors").
This Presentation has been prepared by TSB for information purposes only and is provided to you on the basis of your acceptance of this disclaimer. It is not an advertisement and does not
constitute a prospectus or other offering document in whole or in part for the purposes of the Prospectus Regulation or otherwise. There has been no independent verification of the contents of this
Presentation. It does not constitute or contain investment advice and nothing herein should be construed as a recommendation or advice to invest in any securities. TSB does not act as an adviser
to, or owe any fiduciary duty to, any Recipient.
Any failure to comply with these restrictions may constitute a violation of the laws of any such other jurisdictions. In particular, neither this Presentation nor any copy of it nor the information
contained in it is for distribution directly or indirectly in or into the United States, Canada, Australia, Japan or South Africa, except as otherwise set forth in this Presentation.
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Disclaimer (2)
Any future potential transaction is qualified in its entirety by the information in the final form documentation relating to any such proposed transaction. Investors should not subscribe for any
securities except on the basis of the information contained in the final form documentation relating to any such proposed issue of securities, in particular, each reader is directed to any section
headed “Risk Factors” in any such documentation.
The views or information expressed or presented in this Presentation are based on sources TSB believes to be accurate and reliable, however neither TSB nor any of its respective officers,
servants, agents, employees or advisors or any affiliate or any person connected with them make or will make any representation or warranty, express or implied, in relation to the fairness,
accuracy, adequacy, completeness or correctness of such information, nor as to the reasonableness of any projections, targets, estimates, or forecasts, nor as to whether any such projections,
targets, estimates or forecasts are achievable. Nothing in this Presentation constitutes or should be relied upon as a promise or representation as to the future or as to past, present or future
performance of TSB or a recommendation to any person to acquire any securities. No responsibility is or will be accepted by TSB or any of its respective officers, servants, agents, employees or
advisors or any affiliate or any person connected with them as to the accuracy or completeness of the information contained in this Presentation. All opinions and estimates included in this
Presentation are provided as of the date of the Presentation and subject to change without notice. TSB is not under any obligation to update or keep current the information contained herein.
Moreover, the information contained within this Presentation is preliminary and incomplete and does not purport to be comprehensive or a complete description of all material terms that may be
required to evaluate any investment in TSB. Neither TSB nor any of its officers, servants, agents, employees or advisors or any affiliate or any person connected with them accepts any liability
whatsoever for any direct, indirect or consequential damages or losses howsoever arising from any use of this Presentation or its contents or otherwise arising in connection therewith.
Nothing in this Presentation constitutes legal, regulatory, tax, business, investment, financial and accounting advice. Before making any investment decision you should take steps to ensure that
you understand and have made an independent assessment of the suitability and appropriateness thereof, and the nature and extent of your exposure to risk of loss in light of your own objectives,
financial and operational resources and other relevant circumstances. You should take such independent investigations and such professional advice as you consider necessary or appropriate for
such purpose. You should consult with your own legal, regulatory, tax, business, investment, financial and accounting advisers to the extent that you deem it necessary, and make your own
investment, hedging and trading decisions (including decisions regarding the suitability of any transaction) based upon your own judgement and advice from such advisers as you deem necessary
and not upon any view expressed in this Presentation.
This Presentation is distributed upon the express understanding that no information contained herein has been independently verified by any other person other than TSB.
This Presentation includes statements which may constitute forward-looking statements within the meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act and Section 218 of the U.S. Securities Exchange
Act of 1934, as amended. Forward-looking statements may be identified by the use of forward-looking terminology, such as the words, “expects”, “estimates”, “intends”, “aims”, “may”, “will”,
“should”, “could” or “anticipates” or the negative of or other variations of those or similar terms. Such statements are subject to known and unknown risks, assumptions and uncertainties and other
important factors that could cause the actual results and performance of securities, TSB or the UK residential mortgage industry to differ materially from any future results or performance expressed
or implied in the forward-looking statement. While such statements reflect projections prepared in good faith based upon methods and data that are believed to be reasonable and accurate as of
the date thereof, such statements are not a representation (express or implied) or assurance of any event or outcome occurring and TSB expressly disclaims any obligation or undertaking to
update any forward-looking statement in this Presentation. Recipients should not place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements and should rely on their own independent analysis and
determination with respect to the forecast periods, which reflect TSB’s view only as of the date hereof.
Certain data in this Presentation has been rounded. As a result of such rounding, the totals of data presented in this Presentation may vary slightly from the arithmetic totals of such data.
TSB Bank plc’s registered office is at Henry Duncan House, 120 George Street, Edinburgh EH2 4LH and it is registered in Scotland under company no.SC095237. TSB Bank plc is authorised by
the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and Prudential Regulation Authority under registration number 191240.
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Corporate Overview &
Strategy

Corporate Overview
History of TSB

Trustee
Savings Bank

First savings bank
founded by Rev.
Henry Duncan in
Ruthwell, Scotland

1810

Source: TSB Bank Plc

TSB

Lloyds TSB
Group

1970 to 1985

1995

Merger of the 70+
Savings Banks into
one entity, TSB

Merger of TSB
Group plc and
Lloyds Bank plc

1986

2009

Flotation of TSB
Group plc

Lloyds Banking
Group emerges
from Lloyds TSB/
HBOS acquisition

1970

1995

TSB
Relaunched

Acquisition
By Sabadell

Designed with the
support of the
competition
authorities to restore
competition to the
market place

2013

Systems
Migration
Proteo 4UK

TSB
New Leadership
New Strategy

2018

2019

Today

2015
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Corporate Overview
A new purpose that speaks to our customers

Source: TSB Bank Plc
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Corporate Overview
TSB Key Features
1

Infrastructure scale
 4.4% personal current account
(PCA) market share, up from 4.0%
at TSB’s launch1

2

Simple balance sheet
 £31.1bn of customer lending,
predominantly mortgages
 £30.1bn of customer deposits

 536 branches, reducing to 454 in
2020

 Full product suite

 Modern IT platform, cloud based
and API enabled. No legacy
systems

 Substantial and stable retail
customer base: > 5M customers,
including 3M active current
accounts

 Resilient brand

3

Low risk
 Common Equity Tier 1 capital
ratio2 of 20.6%, total capital ratio2
25.0%
 Loan to deposit ratio of 103.0%
 Leverage ratio of 4.6%3
 Broad conduct indemnity from
Lloyds Banking Group for historic
regulatory issues
 Liquidity coverage ratio of 230.9%

Data as at December 2019
1. Data from November 2013
2. Fully loaded
3. Leverage ratio of 4.6% using EBA/CRR definition which includes central bank reserves, 5.2% using PRA definition which excludes bank reserves

Source: TSB Bank Plc
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Corporate Overview
TSB Capabilities
Strong capabilities


Omni-channel, national distribution
− C.65% of the UK live within four miles of a TSB branch

Omni-channel
1

Branch

2

Telephony

3

Internet

4

Mobile

5

Intermediary Mortgages

− Digital, mobile and telephony capability
− Competitive intermediary mortgages channel


Modern IT platform Proteo4UK is allowing us to develop
better customer propositions in:
− Personal current accounts
− Savings
− Mortgages, direct and via intermediaries

− Personal loans
− Credit cards
− Business current accounts, deposits and lending
− Insurance


Strong sales and service capability:
− Time for opening current accounts in branch has been
cut in half compared to the old system
− Submission time for applications by mortgage brokers
has been cut in half compared to the old system
− 95% of our mortgage brokers rate us good or very
good, 49% rate us better than our competition

Source: TSB Bank Plc
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Corporate Overview
TSB Strategic Progress

Source: TSB Bank Plc

1.

Customer
Focus

48 points

10 points

24 points

Mobile NPS
Score recovering
+65 points since
migration

Bank NPS score
recovering +36
points since
migration

Brand
consideration
compared to
peer average of
17 points

2.

Simplification
& Efficiency

>75%

150

New

Of transactions
are through
automated
channels

Improvements
to the customer
experience

Selfie ID&V;
Conversational
banking

3.

Operational
Excellence

>99.9%

IBM

TSB

Service level
availability

Strategic
Partnership

Technology
Centre
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Financial Position

Financial Position
Customer lending growing into infrastructure scale at low cost of risk
Customer lending (£bn)

+41%

CAGR

+41%

c.5%

In first three years
c.36

31
1%

31
0%
22

2014

2015

2016

Mortgages

2017

2018

8%

6%

+3.6%

94%

Growth in 2019 following
balance sheet stability
across migration

2019

Unsecured

91%

2020e

2021e

2022e

Business banking

+c.5%
CAGR from 2020

44
bps
AQR

Source: TSB Bank Plc

20
bps
AQR

<30
bps
AQR
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Financial Position
TSB Balance Sheet: Strong PCA franchise with low cost of funding
Customer deposits (£bn)

+21%

CAGR

+21%

c.4%

Growth to date
c.34

30

10%

5%

Growth in 2019

25

2014

2015
Savings

0.8%
Deposit
Cost

Source: TSB Bank Plc

+3.7%

2016

2017

2018

36%

35%

59%

55%

2019

Current accounts

CAGR from 2020
2020e

2021e

2022e

85%

Business banking

0.4%
Deposit
Cost

+c.4%

0.3%
Deposit
Cost

Savings base with TSB
for 5+ years
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Financial Position
Robust funding plan supports growth at low cost of funds
c.£36bn

c.£40bn

Wholesale funding

Blended cost of funds1

Loan to deposit ratio

Funding Plan

TFS

TFS
replaced by
wholesale
and deposit
growth

Funding mix evolution

Business banking
Retail

53 bps

57-58 bps

103%

105-110%



Covered bond / securitisations: c.£1.5bn on average per year



Any unsecured debt to be subscribed by Sabadell Group as internal MREL

Source: TSB Bank Plc
1. Includes subordinated debt and internal MREL. 2019 cost of funds excludes surplus TFS liquidity. Funding mix corresponds to average balances in the respective years.
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Financial Position
TSB Financial Performance
Financial performance – Income Statement

FY
2019
£million

FY
2018
£million

FY
2017
£million

Net interest income

841.1

884.8

925.9

Other Operating Income

143.8

99.0

154.6

Gross Operating Income

984.9

983.8

1,080.5

(39.8)

(236.5)

(28.8)

(847.6)

(770.6)

(821.3)

(60.5)

(73.3)

(77.8)

8.9

(8.7)

10.1

46.0

(105.4)

162.7

Group banking net interest margin2

2.75%

2.87%

3.02%

TSB asset quality ratio3

0.20%

0.24%

0.25%

One off Expenses

1

Other Expenses
Impairment
Banking Volatility
Profit/ (loss) before tax

Balance sheet and capital

FY
2019
£million

FY
2018
£million

FY
2017
£million

29,627

28,267

28,745

Whistletree Loans

1,449

1,742

2,109

Total customer lending

31,076

30,009

30,854

Total customer deposits

30,182

29,084

30,521

Group loan to deposit ratio

103.0%

103.2%

101.1%

20.6%

19.5%

20.0%

4.6%

4.4%

4.5%

TSB Franchise (excluding Whistletree)

Common Equity Tier 1 capital ratio4
Leverage ratio4,5
Source: TSB Bank Plc

Return to profit and growth

Customer NIM remains strong

2.75%2
Cost savings plan in place for 2019-22e

c.£100M6
Cost of Risk remains low

0.20%
Robust Capital

CET1 20.6%4, Leverage 4.6%4,5
1. One off items reflect migration related items, changes to the branch network and movements in
partner reward schemes
2. Management basis net interest income divided by average loans and advances to customers, gross
of impairment allowance
3. Impairment charge on loans and advances to customers divided by average loans and advances to
customers, gross of impairment allowance
4. Fully loaded
5. Leverage ratio of 4.6% using EBA/CRR definition which includes central bank reserves, 5.2% using
PRA definition which excludes bank reserves
6. Total net cost reduction after absorbing amortisation from investment and cost inflation
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Mortgage Market Update

Mortgage Market Update
Overview
UK mortgage market gross lending, £bn

Product Transfer market vs Remortgage market, £bn

£400

£180

£350

£160

£300

£140
£120

£250

£100

£200

£80

£150

132

£60

£100

£40

£50

£20

169

158

82

76

79

£0

£0
2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019
Est
Other
BTL
REM
HMV
FTB

2017

2018
Remo Market

2019 Estimate
Total PTs

 Given large scale Brexit uncertainty in 2019 the market closed just £1.2bn lower than 2018 at £267.5bn
 All segments have remained stable
 A recent development which is limiting growth in Gross Lending, is increased availability of Product Transfers, both internally and through
brokers
 Lower fees are paid by the lender for Product Transfer business to reflect lower workload of the broker
 The convenience of this proposition is increasing lender retention at the end of the product period – the market has doubled in size since 2015
and is twice the value of Remortages in 2019

Source: UK Finance (UKF); BoE, TSB, as at December 2019
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Mortgage Market Update
UK Macroeconomic Overview
UK unemployment rate, %

Market mortgage rates, %
10

10

9

9

8

8

7

7

6

6

5

5

4

4

3

3

2

2

1

1
0

0
2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020
2Y Fixed 75% LTV

5Yr Fixed 75% LTV

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019
Oct
YTD

 Bank of England increased the base rate from 0.50% to 0.75% in August 2018, the first time above 0.50% since April 2009
 The unemployment rate has fallen to 3.8%, which hasn’t been lower since 1974 and 0.2% lower than a year ago

Source: Bank of England; ONS, as at December 2019
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Mortgage Market Update
UK House Prices
ONS House Price Annual Change by region – Nov 2019, %

Halifax Average House Price
£300k

UK

£250k

South West
South East

£200k

London
East

£150k

West Midlands
£100k

East Midlands
Yorkshire and The Humber

£50k

North West

North East
£0k
2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

-1.0

0.0

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

 UK average house prices increased by 2.2% over the year to November 2019, up from 1.3% in October 2019. The average house price
increased over the year in England to £251,000 (1.7%), Wales to £173,000 (7.8%), Scotland to £155,000 (3.5%) and Northern Ireland to
£140,000 (4.0%)
 The annual increase in England was driven by the West Midlands and North West. The lowest annual growth rate was in the East of England
(negative 0.7%) followed by London (positive 0.2%)
 Low housing supply and continuation of historically low mortgage rates are likely to be supportive of house price levels over the coming months,
with the aggregate number of properties coming to the market falling, and contributing to a decline in the average stock levels on estate agents’
books
Source: ONS; MarkIt
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Mortgage Market
Recent market developments
Competitor
 Competition in the market has continued, with a few notable points:
1.
Ringfenced UK banks (e.g. HSBC, Barclays) competing heavily as they deploy surplus liquidity into the mortgage market
2.
Competition seeking out returns, with compression evident in the higher margin high LTV (>90%) segment
3.
New entrants (e.g. M&S) continuing to join the market and widen their reach through intermediaries
4.
With competition intensifying, and market pressures showing no signs of abating, we have seen lenders leave the new
mortgage market this year
 Given the price led environment we have seen competitors increasing their focus on service as a point of differentiation. We believe our
service proposition is market leading and it is our priority to retain this market leading service
 We have also seen the Product Transfer market evolving with competitors introducing/increasing capability through brokers, a move which
TSB launched in Q4 2018
Regulation / Government Action
 The introduction of the Term Funding Scheme which was available from August 2016 to February 2018, and provided £127bn of four year
funding to real economy lenders, has helped mortgage customer rates stay low during this period
 The FCA continues to review Fair Pricing in Financial Services which aims to explore issues such as pricing for existing customers and
specifically in the context of mortgages, reversionary rates and “Mortgage Prisoners” – this follows on from a Citizens Advice “supercomplaint” to the CMA regarding excessive pricing for existing customers
 The shortage in housing stock has continued, resulting in Government initiatives to increase the supply of new homes, e.g. starter homes,
more custom build and shared ownership. The Autumn Budget 2018 brought a two year extension of the Help To Buy equity loan scheme,
as well as funding to promote private shared ownership schemes and funding to help converting commercial structures to residential
properties
 The FCA thematic review on Financially Vulnerable customers emphasises the strategies mortgage lenders have in place to mitigate the
impact of an interest rate rise on financially vulnerable customers. As this is a recent move, we expect this to be further developed in
conjunction with the rest of the financial industry, with the emphasis on understanding the personal and financial circumstances of a
customer while providing them with appropriate treatments
Source: TSB Bank Plc
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TSB Franchise Mortgage Portfolio

TSB Franchise Mortgage Portfolio
Low risk, well balanced mortgage portfolio

A low risk
mortgage portfolio

Which is well
diversified nationwide

Mortgage stock by product and repayment type

TSB mortgage stock by region

Tracker, 3%
Fixed
78%

Variable
19%

Owner
Occupied
87%
Repayment
79%

Scotland
15%

North
of England
18%

Midland,
Eastern,
Wales
18%

London
18%

South West
9%

South East
21%

BTL
13%

Interest Only
21%

57%

53 months

Mortgage stock
WA iLTV

Mortgage portfolio
WA seasoning

 Franchise mortgages balances on Interest Only have decreased from 46% to 21% in the last five years. This segment of the portfolio is tightly
managed, with less than 2% of Franchise mainstream new lending agreed on an Interest Only basis

Source: TSB Bank Plc, data as at December 2019
1. TSB book at inception (July 2013)
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TSB Franchise Mortgage Portfolio
Mortgage Portfolio as at December 2019
Original loan to value, %

Current indexed loan to value, %

Weighted Average 69.87%

40%

40%

30%

30%

20%

20%

10%

10%

Weighted Average 56.90%

0%

0%
0-25

25-50

50-70

70-80

80-85

85-90

90-95

0-25

>95

Current balances, £

50-70

70-80

80-85

85-90

90-95

95-100

>100

Remaining term, years
Average £120,386

40%

25-50

40%

30%

30%

20%

20%

10%

10%

0%

Weighted Average 19.46 years

0%
0 - 49,999

50,000 99,999

100,000 149,999

150,000 249,999

250,000 349,999

350,000+

0 to <5

5 to <10

10 to <15

15 to <20

20 to <25

25 to <30

=> 30

 Indexed loan to value remain low at 56.90%, with only c.5.9% of the portfolio above 85% LTV
 The low average mortgage balances reflect TSB’s whole of market distribution model
Source: TSB Bank Plc
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TSB Franchise Mortgage Portfolio
Portfolio Statistics as at December 2019
>3 month arrears by volume (excluding possessions)

Mortgage Write-Offs

1.60%

4

1.20%

Write-off (£m)

3

0.80%

0.40%

2

1
0.00%
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4
2015

2016

2017

UK Finance >3

2018

2019

TSB >3

0
FY15

FY16

FY17

FY18

FY19

 TSB offers no loans to subprime, self-certified or specialist borrowers and has no such assets in its Franchise portfolio
 We remain favourable to the UK finance 3+ arrears measure
 Repossessions remain at a low level, with new possessions running at an average of 6 properties per month. These on average sell within 4
months

Source: UK Finance, all mortgages; TSB Bank plc, data as at Dec 2019 (TSB) and Sept 2019 (UK Finance)
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Duncan Funding Platform

Duncan Funding 2016-1 Plc
Portfolio Statistics – December 2019
Geographic distribution by value, %

Product and repayment type, %

vs TSB Book

Tracker, 5%
Fixed
70%

Variable
26%

Repayment
88%

North
of
England
19% vs
18%

Midland,
Eastern,
Wales
21% vs
18%

London
15% vs
18%

South
West
10%
vs 9%

South
East
21% vs
21%

IO
12%

Seasoning, months
50%

Scotland
14%
vs 15%

Weighted Average 71.33 months

40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
0 - 11 12-23 24 - 35 36 - 47 48 - 59 60 - 71 72 - 83 84 - 95



96 107

108 119

120 +

Duncan Funding portfolios are selected to be representative of TSB’s steady state mortgage book, e.g. in Duncan 2016-1:


Scottish concentration reduced to c.14%, reflecting the back book dilution by our new business



Interest Only set at c.12%, balancing our back book and new business levels



Variable products restricted to c.30% of the initial portfolio, balancing our predominantly variable back book with fixed rate new business

Data as at December 2019
More detailed reports for Duncan Funding 2016-1 and Duncan Funding 2015-1 are available here: http://www.tsb.co.uk/investors/debt-investors/securitisation/
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Duncan Funding 2016-1 Plc
Portfolio Statistics – December 2019
Original loan to value, %
50%

Current indexed loan to value, %

Weighted Average 69.43%

40%

Weighted Average 48.43%

50%
40%

30%

30%

20%

20%

10%

10%
0%

0%
0-25

25-50

50-70

70-80

80-85

85-90

90-95

95-100

0-25

>100

25-50

50-70

Current balances, £

80-85

85-90

90-95

95-100

>100

Remaining term, years
Average £104,414

40%

70-80

40%

30%

30%

20%

20%

10%

10%

Weighted Average 17.40 years

0%

0%
0 - 49,999

50,000 99,999

100,000 149,999

150,000 249,999

250,000 349,999

350,000+

0 to <5

5 to <10

10 to <15

15 to <20

20 to <25

25 to <30

=> 30

 Indexed Loan to Values remain low at 48.43%, with only 0.37% of the portfolio above 85% LTV
 Low average mortgage balances reflects TSB’s whole of market distribution model
Data as at December 2019
More detailed reports for Duncan Funding 2016-1 and Duncan Funding 2015-1 are available here: http://www.tsb.co.uk/investors/debt-investors/securitisation/
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Duncan Funding
Peer comparison

Dfund
2015-1

Dfund
2016-1

Nationwide
BS

Clydesdale
Bank

Lloyds
Bank

Leeds
BS

Yorkshire
BS

Bank of
Ireland

Clydesdale
Bank

Nationwide
BS

Virgin
Money

Silverstone
2020-1

Lanark
2020-1

Permanent
2019-1

Albion
No.4

Brass
No.8

Bowbell
No.2

Lanark
2019-2

Silverstone
2019-1

Gosforth
2018-1

£2.33

£3.75

£16.0

£6.8

£12.8

£0.6

£2.1

£2.3

£6.0

£7.2

£1.7

Number of Loan Parts

47,279

69,057

158,456

52,554

151,584

4,574

10,683

14,971

48,626

102,737

10,856

Number of Properties

20,775

30,304

£112,112

£123,881

£101,257

£137,053

£164,294

£131,177

£195,242

£151,645

£124,114

£69,900

£177,810

WA OLTV (%)

69.47

70.28

73.1

73.5

72.5

67.5

74.9

78.8

73.4

70.8

65.9

OLTV > 80%

30.12

32.92

36.9

46.8

41.1

35.7

46.0

62.5

45.7

38.1

26.1

WA Indexed CLTV (%) (TSB Calc)

54.28

60.37

54.4

62.3

52.9

62.5

68.8

74.2

61.0

39.2

58.2

Interest Rate (%)

2.93

2.70

2.4

2.0

3.0

2.4

2.1

2.5

2.6

2.7

2.0

Fixed Loans (%)

54.54

57.71

63.9

84.0

57.8

95.5

98.0

93.5

80.3

19.8

94.6

Interest Only (%)

11.55

11.79

9.4

18.6

31.9

19.1

8.5

8.2

19.7

22.8

4.7

WA Seasoning, Months

41.20

36.07

74.4

45.3

97.7

20.6

22.6

27.6

45.6

136.8

27.6

225.44

240.91

238.8

243.4

190.3

268.9

291.6

286.8

229.2

156.0

264.0

South East Incl. London(%)

32.51%

36.99%

41.2

35.1

34.2

35.2

42.9

31.4

33.5

39.6

51.2

Scotland (%)

13.75%

13.76%

9.1

22.6

5.5

0.0

9.6

8.2

23.8

8.3

9.3

Balance at Closing (£bn)

Average Loan Balance

WA Time to Maturity, Months



Asset pools for future Duncan transactions will be shaped similar to the existing Duncan transaction, taking into account the composition
of TSB book and minimising exposure in certain segments, for example for example higher LTV business and high balance mortgages



TSB is originating almost all new business an Fixed Rates and customers on Reversionary Rates are not staying on these as long. This
trend has been observed by other peers. The fixed rate proportion of the TSB book is at c.76%

Data as at issuance, sourced from Offering Circulars, Final Terms and New Issue Reports
More detailed reports for Duncan Funding 2016-1 and Duncan Funding 2015-1 are available here: http://www.tsb.co.uk/investors/debt-investors/securitisation/
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Arrears
Duncan Funding 2016-1 and 2015-1 Arrears, %
3.0%
Portfolio Eligibility Trigger – 3%

Duncan 2015-1

Repossessions: 8
Losses: None

2.5%
2.0%
1.5%
1.0%

Duncan 2016-1

0.5%

Repossessions: 8
Losses: 3, £62k

0.0%

DF16 - 3+MIA

DF15 - 3+MIA



The level of arrears and losses in both Duncan transactions remain low



The structure has two Portfolio Eligibility Triggers relating to mortgage performance:
 Following the application of the priority of payments on an IPD, the balance recorded to the Subordinated Note’s PDL exceeds 1% of the aggregate
Principal Amount Outstanding of all Notes as at that IPD
 The aggregate Current Balance of the loans which are more than 3 months in arrears is greater or equal to 3% of the total portfolio balance at any IPD

Data as at December 2019
More detailed reports for Duncan Funding 2016-1 and Duncan Funding 2015-1 are available here: http://www.tsb.co.uk/investors/debt-investors/securitisation/
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Duncan Funding 2016-1 Plc
Overview of Transaction Structure
TSB issued Duncan Funding 2016-1 plc (DFUND 2016-1) in May 2016. This was TSB’s second standalone prime RMBS transaction from the DFUND platform

Principal Paying
Agent:
Citibank, N.A.,
London Branch

Note Trustee:
Citicorp Trustee
Company Ltd

Security Trustee:
Citicorp Trustee
Company Ltd

Class A1a

Class A1b1
Class A1b1

Seller:
TSB Bank Plc

Publicly
Placed Notes

Class A2

Sale of Initial & New
Portfolios

Issuer: Duncan
Funding 2016-1 plc
(Orphan SPV)

Initial & Deferred
Consideration

Principal & Interest on
the Notes
Proceeds from Note
Issuance

Class A3

Class B

Back-Up Facilitator &
Corporate Services
Provider:
Intertrust
Servicer:
TSB Bank Plc
Cash Manager:
TSB Bank Plc

Source: Prospectus dated 24th May 2016
1. The Class A1b Note was partially placed in the market and partially retained by TSB Bank plc

Interest Rate Swap &
Currency Swap
Provider:
Wells Fargo Bank,
N.A., London Branch

Start-Up
Loan Provider:
TSB Bank Plc

TSB Bank Plc
Retained

Class C

Subordinated
Note

Retention Note
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Duncan Funding 2016-1 Plc
Transaction Overview
Capital Structure
Class

Rating
(M/F)

CCY

Size

A1a
A1b
A1b
A2
A3
B
C
Subordinated Note
Retention Note
Liquidity Reserve Fund

Aaa / AAA
Aaa / AAA
Aaa / AAA
Aaa / AAA
Aaa / AAA
Aa2 / AA
Aa3 / A
NR
NR
N/A

EUR
GBP
GBP
GBP
GBP
GBP
GBP
GBP
GBP
GBP

150,000,000
440,000,000
394,400,000
450,000,000
1,450,000,000
79,600,000
47,800,000
207,000,000
170,656,000
58,591,500

Credit
Enhancement1

WAL
(yrs)2

10.5%
10.5%
10.5%
10.5%
10.5%
8.0%
6.5%
0.0%

2.02
2.02
2.02
3.02
4.89
4.89
4.89
4.89

Certainty of payments is provided by amortisation schedules in the structure
relating to the 2yr and 3yr WAL notes and based on c.7% CPR.



A 5-year revolving period allows the Issuer to purchase additional loans with
excess principal receipts according to certain New Portfolio Conditions



In the event that principal receipts are not sufficient to meet the target
scheduled amortisation, then such shortfall amount can be drawn on the
Subordinated Note at the discretion of the Subordinated Noteholder (TSB at
closing)



3m€L + 40
3m£L + 77
3m£L + 77
3m£L + 79
3m£L + 82
3m£L + 180
3m£L + 250
3m£L
Tranche based
N/A

Step-up Date
/ Call Date
19 Apr 2021
19 Apr 2021
19 Apr 2021
19 Apr 2021
19 Apr 2021
19 Apr 2021
19 Apr 2021
19 Apr 2021
19 Apr 2021

Status
Publically placed
Publically placed
Retained
Retained
Retained
Retained
Retained
Retained
Retained
N/A

1. Credit Enhancement includes note subordination
2. WALs assumes 10% CPR and call option exercised in full on the Step-up and Call Date

Key Structural Features


Coupon



TSB, through the Retention Note, retains (i) a material net economic interest of
not less than 5% in the securitisation in accordance with Article 405 of Regulation
(EU) No 575/2013 (the Capital Requirements Regulation) and Article 51 of
Regulation (EU) No 231/2013 (the AIFM Regulation) and (ii) an economic
interest of not less than 5% in the credit risk of the interests created by the Issuer
on the Closing Date in accordance with section 15G of the Exchange Act (the US
Risk Retention Requirements)



Future Duncan issuances will be structured to comply with the Simple,
Transparent and Standardised (STS) regulation for securitisations

The Notes may be redeemed at the Step-Up Date and any subsequent
Interest Payment Dates (IPD). If not called, a 2x step-up will be applied to the
Class A margins

Source: Prospectus dated 24th May 2016
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Duncan Funding 2016-1 Plc
General Credit Structure: Credit Enhancement Analysis
Credit Enhancement & Liquidity Support


Credit Enhancement on the Notes is provided by notes subordination



The Liquidity Reserve Fund and excess spread is available to cover for interest shortfalls



A reallocation of principal to pay interest mechanism is available for Classes A, B1 and C1
Notes

Assets

Liabilities

€150.0m – Class A1a Notes
(Offered)

Liquidity Reserve Fund


The Liquidity Reserve Fund is funded at closing through the Start Up Loan provided by
TSB



The Liquidity Reserve Fund is able to pay senior fees and expenses and interest on Class
A and B and relevant tranches of the Retention Note



The Liquidity Reserve Fund in DFUND 2016-1 was sized at 1.9% of the Class A and B
notes balance including retention portion at closing, equivalent to 1.75% of the total note
balance

£834.4m – Class A1b Notes
(Offered/Retained)

£3.35bn
Residential Mortgage
Receivables

£1,450.0m – Class A3
Notes

Retention Note




£450.0m – Class A2
Notes

£79.6m – Class B Notes

The Retention Note is issued in a Variable Funding Note (“VFN”) format with a Principal
Amount Outstanding equating to 5% of each note class and start up loan at closing date
and at subsequent IPD dates

£47.8m – Class C Notes

The Retention Note entitles TSB, as the Retention Noteholder, to 5% of the amount paid
on each Class of Notes and is structured to comply with EU risk retention requirements
and U.S. credit risk retention requirements

£207.0m – Subordinated
Notes



Principal and interest on each portion of the Retention Note is paid pro rata and pari passu
with the relevant Priority of Payments



The Retention Noteholder is required to advance additional amounts to the Issuer if a
Subordinated Note Drawing is made on the Subordinated Note. Any such additional
amount will be equal to at least 5% of the amount of such Subordinated Note Drawing and
will comprise part of the Retention Tranche SN

Source: Prospectus dated 24th May 2016
1. Class B and C are subject to Cumulative Default Triggers

Liquidity Reserve Fund

Retained by
TSB

£170.7m – Retention
Note
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Duncan Funding 2016-1 Plc
General Credit Structure: Eligibility Criteria
Main Eligibility Criteria

Replenishment Criteria

 First ranking mortgages, denominated in Sterling and granted to
individuals over 18 years old on a property located in England, Wales or
Scotland

During the five year revolving period, the Issuer will be permitted to buy
additional Loan portfolios subject to the following main conditions:

 No Loan was originated earlier than 1st January 2000

 No Event of Default or Revolving Period Termination Event has
occurred or will occur as a result of such purchase

 The final maturity of each Loan falls on a date which is at least 2 years
prior to the Final Legal Maturity Date (17 Apr 2063)

 The weighted average Current LTV of all new Loans in the New
Portfolio will not exceed 70%

 No Loan has an Original LTV greater than 95%

 The Current Balance of the new Loans in the New Portfolio (including
Further Advances) with an Original LTV of more than 80% will not
exceed 35% of the New Portfolio balance

 No Loan has a Current Balance of more than £1,000,000
 As at the closing date, no Loan in the initial pool has an Indexed LTV
greater than 95%
 At least one monthly payment has been made in respect of each Loan
 Prior to the date they executed the relevant mortgage agreement, no
borrower has ever filed for bankruptcy or had a CCJ to the best of the
lender’s knowledge (as at the Closing Date or relevant Sale Date for
further replenishment)
 No Loan was one or more months in arrears in the 12 months preceding
the Closing Date (or relevant Sale Date for further replenishment)
 No borrower is in material breach of the conditions of its mortgage
Loans so far as the Seller is aware

 The Current Balance of the new Interest-Only Loans in the New
Portfolio will not exceed 11.5% of the New Portfolio balance
 The Current Balance of the new Loans which are Scottish Loans in the
new Portfolio will not exceed 15% of the New Portfolio balance
 The weighted average remaining life of the fixed rate period of the Fixed
Rate Loans in the New Portfolio will not exceed 3 years
 The weighted average yield of the New Portfolio (excluding all Fixed
Rate Loans) will exceed the Minimum Non-Fixed Yield
 With respect to new Fixed Rate Loans, the Issuer has, where required,
entered into appropriate hedging arrangements
 The Current Balance of Fixed Rate Loans in the whole Portfolio does
not exceed £2,063,997,000

Note that future Duncan issuances will include STS compliant criteria:

 The Loans have a standardised risk weight equal to or less than 40 per
cent. on an exposure value-weighted average basis as described in
Article 243 of the Capital Requirements Regulation

 The Current Balance of Loans with Borrowers who are self-employed
will not exceed 17.5%

 No Loan is a Loan to a Borrower who is a “credit-impaired obligor” or a
“credit-impaired debtor”
Source: Prospectus dated 24th May 2016
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Duncan Funding 2016-1 Plc
General Credit Structure: Revolving Period

Revolving Period Termination Event

Pass-Through Event

Portfolio Eligibility Trigger

Source: Prospectus dated 24th May 2016



A Revolving Period Termination Event will occur on the earliest of the occurrence of a Pass-Through Event, Event of
Default or a Portfolio Eligibility Trigger



Upon occurrence of a Revolving Period Termination Event, Available Principal Receipts will then be applied in line with
the relevant Priority of Payments: no further replenishment will be allowed and the Class A1a, A1b, A2 and A3 will
amortise through a pass through amortisation



A Pass-Through Event will occur if, during the Revolving Period, the Class A3 Note is redeemed in full and the portion of
the Retention Note comprised by Retention Tranche A3 is reduced to zero



A Portfolio Eligibility Trigger means the occurrence of any of the following events:


The occurrence of the Step-Up Date



An Insolvency Event occurs in respect of the Seller or an unremedied breach of any of its obligations under the
Transaction Documents which has or would have a Material Adverse Effect



Following the application of the priority of payments on an IPD, the balance recorded to the Subordinated Note’s
PDL exceeds 1% of the aggregate Principal Amount Outstanding of all Notes as at that IPD



Following the application of the priority of payments on an IPD, the Liquidity Reserve Fund is not fully funded up
to its required level



Redemption in full of the Class A3 and reduction of the portion of the Retention Note comprised by Retention
Tranche A3 to zero



The aggregate Current Balance of the loans which are more than 3 months in arrears is greater or equal to 3% of
the total portfolio balance at any IPD
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Duncan Funding 2016-1 Plc
General Credit Structure: Various
Form

Servicer

Hedging

The Notes are issued in a registered form other than the Subordinated Note and Retention Note which is issued in dematerialised
registered form
The Notes are issued pursuant to Rule 144A and Regulation S and (other than the Retention Note and the Subordinated Note) clear
through Euroclear and Clearstream
TSB entered into a Servicing Agreement at closing and services the Loans throughout the life of the transaction. Upon the occurrence of
a Servicer Termination Event, Intertrust acting as Back-Up Facilitator will assist the Servicer, the Security Trustee and the Issuer to
appoint a replacement servicer
The Issuer entered into an interest rate swap with Wells Fargo Bank, N.A., London Branch (“Wells Fargo”) at closing to cover the
interest mismatch between the fixed rate loans and the floating rate notes. The swap is balance guaranteed and based on the
performing balance on the fixed rate loans. The Issuer pays a fixed rate based on the WA fixed rate paid by the fixed rate loans and
receives 3m GBP Libor plus a margin
Since Class A1a is denominated in EUR, the Issuer entered into a currency swap with Wells Fargo to hedge the currency mismatch
between the EUR denominated tranche and the Sterling denominated assets

Further Advances / Product
Switches

Any Further Advances from closing are added to the pool until the Step-Up date to the extent that they comply with the eligibility criteria
and do not exceed 2% of the aggregate balance of the loans at closing. They are funded by Principal Receipts
Certain Product Switches are allowed until the Step-Up Date and remain in the pool as long as they do not breach any eligibility criteria.
A switch to an interest-only loan (except as part of a forbearance measure) is however not allowed and the Seller will then offer to
repurchase the relevant loan subject of such product switch

Investor Reporting

Investor reporting follows industry’s best practices and has been designed to support a 5-star Fitch rating. Reports are provided monthly
by the Servicer (quarterly loan level data is also provided after every IPD) and are available on TSB’s website, Bloomberg and Global
ABS Portal

STS Compliance

Whilst DFUND 16-1 is not compliant with the Simple, Transparent and Standardised (STS) regulation for securitisations, future Duncan
issuances will be structured to comply with STS

BoE Eligibility
Third Party Modelling

Source: Prospectus dated 24th May 2016

The Class A Notes are designed to be BoE eligible, with loan level data tapes available quarterly

The transaction is modelled on Intex (ticker: dunc161) and Bloomberg (ticker: DFUND Mtge)
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Duncan Funding 2016-1 Plc
Risks and Mitigating Factors
Risk
Extension Risk

Commentary of How DFUND Mitigates Risk




The notes are sized to a targeted WAL and have a predetermined Step Up Date / Call date
There are severe economic consequences to TSB if they do not call the transaction on the predetermined date
– The margin increases by 2x, and subsequently the revolving period ends so that the transaction principal collections are
allocated on a pass-through basis, paying down the senior triple-A notes first i.e., locking out principal payments to TSB and
decreasing the amount of excess spread that is released to TSB



DFUND mitigates prepayment risk by incorporating fixed amortization schedules for specific classes (classes A1a, A1b and A2 in
DFUND 16-1) which make them insensitive to high CPR scenarios i.e., the WAL remains stable
This is achieved by sizing the fixed amortisation schedules for the specific classes at a much slower prepayment speed (e.g., 7%
CPR) than what has been empirically realised (~12% CPR)
– What happens in Fast CPR scenario? The expected faster prepayments are absorbed by the Class A3 Notes (which were
retained by TSB in DFUND 2016-1) as they are “pass through” notes
• Of note, the revolving period also allows the Issuer to purchase additional loans with excess principal receipts
according to certain New Portfolio Conditions which also acts to stabilize the WAL of the notes
– What happens in a Slow CPR Scenario? In the unlikely event the prepayments are slower than 7% so that principal receipts
are not sufficient to meet the target scheduled amortisation, then such shortfall amount can be drawn on the Subordinated
Note at the discretion of the Subordinated Noteholder (TSB)

The Risk that Placed
Notes are not Called on
the Step up Date

Prepayment Risk

The Risk that the
Mortgages Prepay at a
Speed that Differs from
the Projected
Prepayment Speed
which in Turn Impacts
the WAL of the Placed
Notes (CPR)


Mitigated through tight eligibility criteria during the revolving period. The rating agencies size credit enhancement to a worst-case
portfolio replenishment criteria, for example
– No Event of Default or Revolving Period Termination Event has occurred
– The weighted average Current LTV of all new Loans in the New Portfolio will not exceed 70%
– The Current Balance of the Interest-Only Loans in the New Portfolio will not exceed 11.5%
– The Current Balance of Loans with Borrowers who are self-employed will not exceed 17.5%

Credit Risk



The Risk that the
Mortgage Performance
Deteriorates and
Impacts the Ratings of
the Notes



The LTV on the underlying mortgages are very low in the 60% range. As a result the borrowers have significant equity in their
properties which acts as alignment of interests
Further, the placed notes are rated triple-A by the rating agencies
 U.K. bank originated prime RMBS performed well through the GFC which supports the notion that the rating agencies
criteria for sizing triple-a credit enhancement is credible

Collateral Change Risk
The Risk that the
Collateral Composition
Changes during the
Revolving Period
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Duncan Funding 2016-1 Plc
Weighted Average Lives of the Notes
The main assumptions for determining the Weighted Average Lives:
 The Issuer exercises its option to redeem the Class A Notes on the Step-Up Date in the first scenario, or does not exercise it in the second scenario
 Target Amortisation Amount Schedules for amortising notes have been predetermined to the Step Up Date with a c.7% CPR
 The loans are subject to a constant annual rate of prepayment (exclusive of scheduled principal redemptions) of between 0% and 20% per annum
 Any Available Principal Receipts remaining after paying the amortising notes to their scheduled amount will be used to purchase new loans during
the Revolving Period
 The mortgages continue to be fully performing and no Security has been enforced

Possible Weighted Average Life of Notes in Years
Assuming Issuer Call on Step-Up
CPR

Class A1a

Class A1b

Class A2

Assuming No Issuer Call
Class A3

Class A1a

Class A1b

Class A2

Class A3

0%

3.64

3.64

4.13

4.89

4.34

4.34

6.79

15.59

5%

2.46

2.46

3.39

4.89

2.47

2.47

3.59

10.55

10%

2.02

2.02

3.02

4.89

2.02

2.02

3.02

8.35

12.5%

2.02

2.02

3.02

4.89

2.02

2.02

3.02

7.88

15%

2.02

2.02

3.02

4.89

2.02

2.02

3.02

7.50

20%

2.02

2.02

3.02

4.89

2.02

2.02

3.02

6.94

25%

2.02

2.02

3.02

4.89

2.02

2.02

3.02

6.55

30%

2.02

2.02

3.02

4.89

2.02

2.02

3.02

6.26

Source: Prospectus dated 24th May 2016
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Principal Repayments
Duncan Funding 2016-1 and 2015-1 PPR, %

Duncan Funding 2016-1 and 2015-1 CPR, %

45%

45%

40%

40%

35%

35%

30%

30%

25%

25%

20%

20%

15%

15%

10%

10%

5%

5%

0%

0%

DF15 PPR

DF16 PPR

Industry PPR

DF15 CPR

DF16 CPR



Principal repayments have consistently been above the level required to meet the amortisation schedules



Principal repayments are largely driven by fixed rate maturities in the pool, which typically result in a proportion of customers remortgaging away to a
different lender



TSB replenishes the pool on a regular basis and this has not had a material effect on the pool composition

Source: TSB, UK Finance. Data as at December 2019
More detailed reports for Duncan Funding 2016-1 and Duncan Funding 2015-1 are available here: http://www.tsb.co.uk/investors/debt-investors/securitisation/
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Appendix 1
TSB Mortgage Intermediaries

Mortgage Intermediaries
Strong market proposition supported by system functionality
Intermediary


Brokers are able to fully service new and existing TSB
customers



Product transfers are provided through a fully automated,
online solution which provides instant decisioning and straight
forward customer journeys





Enhancements in broker registration and maintenance
provide back office efficiencies, whilst improving the front end
broker experience
Smooth customer journey for brokers through simplified
escalation route for BDMs and MAs

Branches




In 2017 we were the only high street bank to grow our market
share:
 Invested in F2F expert mortgage advice - 240 advisors
 Increased availability via 400 Mortgage Promise
Partners
 Great customer experience with ownership through
journey
Lending contribution 2019 £1.2bn (20%) TSB share

General
 Mortgage Pro (MSO system by IRESS) provides a fully
intuitive sales and originations system which has been
proven in the market place with other leading mortgage
providers
 Clear market leader for product transfer capability and
application submission, with time for applications cut in half
compared to the old system
 The system is highly configurable enabling support of new
products and propositions
 It provides a fully compliant sales platform for direct and
intermediaries alike
 Planned improvements for smooth journey and improved
application to offer through increasing the number of AVMs
carried out, ability to receive inbound emails from brokers
and customers

Digital
 A new online product transfer capability has been developed1
 A true ‘one and done’ solution, allowing the customer to use
digital signatures to complete their application in minutes1
1. Scheduled for deployment in Q1 2020

Source: TSB Bank Plc
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Mortgage Intermediaries
Service led proposition with competitive pricing

TSB’s mortgage strategy is of “helping more people to borrow well”
driven by the success of the intermediary channel
The intermediary market share increasing to 77%

Service led proposition with competitive pricing

400
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300
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2014

2015

2016

2017

2018 2019 est.

Intemediary Share of Market

Customers value intermediaries because:
 They value independent advice and often perceive that this
is how to get the best deal
 The intermediary saves them time shopping around and
completing forms
 The intermediary is often a seamless part of a customer’s
journey to buy a new home as a result of their relationships
with developers and estate agents
Source: TSB Bank Plc

 TSB launched its Intermediary channel in January 2015, which
generated c.£4.7bn in 2019 equating to c.2.3% share of the
intermediary market and 80% of TSB’s overall 2019 mortgage
lending
 TSB offers competitive customer pricing, market standard
procuration fees (40bps mainstream and 48bps BTL),
differentiating on quality of service driven through:
 Access to decision maker
 Easy access to mortgage enquiry line manned by
experts

 Efficient case processing
 27 relationship managers providing support locally
 Market leading system Mortgage Pro launched Jan 2018
and recently launched PT capability, paying proc fees of
30bps
 Digital Product Transfers launched Nov 19, fully rolled
out Jan 2020
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Mortgage Intermediaries
Broker Categories
Broker Type

Description

Market
Make-Up

Directly Authorised (DA)

Appointed Representative (AR)

FCA authorised brokers are directly
responsible for all aspects of their
regulated activities including
professional indemnity insurance,
compliance, training and
competence and the liabilities of
their business.

Acts as an agent for a ‘principal’ firm or
‘network’ that is directly authorised by
the FCA. The principal takes full
responsibility for FCA rules and provides
a one-stop shop for compliance,
professional indemnity insurance,
training and competence for a regular
fee.

Ranges from large firms like
Countrywide who will complete
~£5bn of mortgage lending pa to
small single advisor firms completing
£2m pa.

Mostly small firms. The ‘networks’ form
a valuable function in the market by
corralling small firms into a strong
control environment which can then
provide lenders with a quality
distribution platform.

The top 540 firms are responsible for
72% of business written.

Distribution by Broker Type

39%

61%

Appointed Representative
Directly Authorised

 The 9,000 Intermediary firms fall into two categories - Directly Authorised (DA) or Appointed Representatives (AR). We have a clear view on our approach
to each of these
 Our original roll out in 2015 gave us access to c.75% of the market, growing to c. 83% in 2019 with the addition of a further 338 DA firms, each of which
write a minimum of £10m per annum
 We deal with 19 ARs Networks (Connells, Homeloan Partnership (includes MSN), Quilter, Julian Harris, Lighthouse, MAB, Mortgage Intelligence, New Leaf,
OLP, Openwork, Primis (includes First Complete, Pink, PTFS), Sense, Sesame, St James Place, Tenet, The Right Mortgage Network, 2Plan and
Stonebridge) and c.1,000 DA firms, which together give us access to over 83% of the market
Source: TSB Bank Plc
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Mortgage Intermediaries
Vetting Controls
 Initial distribution firms vetted against historic Lloyds data
 Strong vetting controls implemented to ensure we are dealing with quality firms and Individuals

Firm Controls

Variable FCA
Supervision

DA

Minimum 7 year referencing of Directors &
Advisors of Firms
CRB check on Directors & Advisors of
Firms
Credit Check on Directors & Advisors of
Firms
Ongoing auditing including desktop & field
visits
FCA checks Principal & Directors

Principal carries out checks on advisors

Each Regulated Firm will have Compliance
Handbook content

Terms of Business, AML policy and T & C scheme

Close FCA
Supervision

AR

Onboarding Controls - TSB

AR

Quality/fraud database
FCA Register

National SIRA & National Cascade
(fraud prevention)
Call ML search – Anti Money Laundering/ID check
on CF1 of Firm

DA

All of the above ‘AR’ controls PLUS
Copy of Professional Indemnity insurance
Call ML search – Anti Money Laundering/ID check
Google search of office location
KYB check – applicant, compliance officer &
broker
PEP/Sanction check : Beneficial owner (25% +
shareholding)
Site Visit

Source: TSB Bank Plc
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Appendix 2
Mortgage Origination and Servicing

Mortgage Origination and Servicing
Credit Policy: key aspects of current lending criteria
Income

Age of applicants
 Minimum age at time of application is 18 years

 All income verified

 Maximum age at expiry of term 75 years

 Sources of income accepted for mortgage purposes include:

Term
 Minimum term is dependent on the product taken

 Employed PAYE, self employed net profit, pension/retirement income
 Other income including overtime, bonuses and some benefit
payments. e.g. disability/child benefit
 The amount of each income type used within the affordability calculation
varies from 60% to 100%

 Maximum term is 40 years

LTV limits

 Primary Documents used to verify income:

 Main residence 95%1 for house purchase and 90% for remortgage

 PAYE basic pay – latest payslip

 Main residence new build: houses/bungalows - 85%, flats – 80%

 PAYE other income – 3 months payslips

 Second home/holiday home 75%

 Self employed –2 years HMRC tax calculations and tax year
overviews, and/or verified accounts

 New build second home/holiday home 65%
 Further advances for existing customer 85%

Interest only
 Maximum LTV 75%
 Documented end to end treatment strategy

 Retirement income – pension statement/latest bank
statement/pension payslip
 Benefit income – latest bank statement or award letter
 Rental income – latest 3 months bank statements, tenancy
agreement or letter/statement/invoice from letting agent.
 Maximum income multiple capped at:

 Verification of affordable repayment strategy and assessment of any
repayment strategy shortfalls

 4.75 for sole and joint applicants earning >£40,000 and LTV<90%

 The maturity date of any repayment strategy must not exceed the loan
term

 4.49 for income < £40,000 and LTV<90%

 Customer must be named on the repayment vehicle

Source: TSB Bank Plc
1. Specific 95% LTV proposition with bespoke, more stringent criteria (affordability and credit scoring)

 4.50 for income > £40,000 and LTV>90%

 4.26 for income < £40,000 and LTV>90%
 Underwriters can manually assess and approve applications outside
of the above on a case by case basis but this must not exceed 6
times the customer’s annual income
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Mortgage Origination and Servicing
Credit Policy Evolution: continuous and strategic enhancements


LTV limit for remortgages with no additional
borrowing increased from 85% to 90%



Income multiple cap restriction on lending from
£500k to £750k between 85% and 90% LTV set
to 3.5x and income multiple cap restriction for
95% LTV lending introduced.







Implemented new Mainstream residential
affordability model (new lending and existing
customers), incorporating latest ONS cost of
living estimates



LTV limit for remortgage with
additional borrowing increased
from 80% to 85%



Increased max loan-to-income multiple
from 4.5x to 4.75x for customers with a
household income >£40k



New Build LTV limit increased
from 80% to 85% for houses and
bungalows only



Lowered max loan-to-income multiple
from 4.5x to 4.49x for customers with a
household income =<£40k

Increased stress rate of interest
from 7.00% to 7.25% for
mainstream applications



Removed additional 3.5x loan-to-income
multiple restriction on loans both >£500k
and LTV >85%



Increased the maximum loan amount
from £250k to £500k for customers
wishing to take a loan up to 95% LTV



Acceptance of surplus rental income for
background mortgaged BTL properties for
mainstream applications



The default retirement age for lending into
retirement was moved from customer state
pensionable age to age 70. Making the policy the
lower of the customers anticipated retirement age
or 70, would be used to assess if the lending into
retirement calculation is utilised



Introduction of day rate contractor
proposition with bespoke
affordability calculation and
lending criteria



Affordability increased from 60%
to 100% for guaranteed;
additional duty hours, flight
attendance, nursing bank and
shift allowance



Self employed affordability
calculation reduced from latest 3
years income to latest 2 years
income

Alterations made to the automatic decline and
referral rules, summary including: County Court
Judgment parameters, default information and
arrears occurrences, high customer
indebtedness, poor franchise performance & time
in employment

2016

2018

2019

2020

The changes made in the last three years have been a reflection of our strategy for the TSB retail mortgage business. These changes have focused on
extending our customer reach in targeted segments, where we have built up the knowledge and capability to service new customers. We have made these
changes whilst not being an outlier amongst our peers, focusing on making improvements to how we service and convert mortgage applications along with
these policy enhancements.

Source: TSB Bank Plc
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Mortgage Origination and Servicing
Credit Policy: affordability and credit scoring
Customer/Application Data

Mortgage Policy Rules

LTV, higher deposit = greater customer commitment
Number of applicants
Salary levels
Customer Data (customer type)

Satisfied & unsatisfied CCJs/defaults*
Arrears/repossession*
Bankruptcy/IVA/debt management arrangement
Nationality/Right to reside
* subject to credit score and possible underwriter referral, with automatic
decline rules

External inputs

Credit history
Delphi Score
Financial Commitments

Scorecard

Internal inputs

Provide risk assessment of the
application
Comprehensive inputs parameters
assessed on a quarterly basis

TSB behavioural score for
franchise customers

Application Credit Score
Purchase
%, Max LTV

Remortgage
%, Max LTV

Equity Release
%, Max LTV

Pass A1

95

90

85

Pass B

85

85

80

Pass C

65

65

65

Decline

Decline

Decline

Fail Score

Source: TSB Bank Plc
1. Pass A is limited to 85% LTV for non-franchise self-employed customers
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Mortgage Origination and Servicing
Credit Policy: affordability and credit scoring
TSB credit decision output

Bureau data
Application credit score
Maximum LTV

Affordability model
1. Monthly disposable income
2. Allowable % of income to support
mortgage
3. Capital & interest basis
4. Income multiples caps1
5. Reasonable lifestyle costs expectations

Customer Data

Sustainable income (haircut)
Customer declared expenditure
Bureau financial commitments

Maximum loan amount
 The affordability assessment must demonstrate that the customer can afford repayments from regular and sustainable income (haircuts applied to certain
income types)
 We consider affordability on anticipated retirement income when the term of the mortgage exceeds the lower of the customer's stated retirement age or age
70
 Assumes stressed interest rate of a minimum of 7.25%, which is subject to ongoing review and is assessed in line with recognised market forecasts (e.g.
BoE) and any prevailing regulatory requirements
 Full cost of borrowing assessed (affordability is always calculated on a repayment basis)
 Household living expenses based on level of income and on applicants family size
 Considers higher of CRA confirmed financial commitments and the ones declared by a customer
 Additional non-financial commitments considered, including maintenance, school fees, child care costs, ground rent, service charges and other regular
commitments (e.g. gym membership, sports season tickets)
 Affordability overrides can only be made by an underwriter, who would look at the customers overall financial position considering their sustainable suitable
income, with maximum income multiple capped at 6 times the customers annual income
 Affordability assessment is also carried out for all customers who contact us for a material change in their mortgage agreement

Source: TSB Bank Plc
1. Maximum income multiple varies dependant on customer income and LTV
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Mortgage Origination and Servicing
Credit Policy: mainstream affordability assessment example
TSB assesses an applicant’s ability to meet their contractual payment using an affordability model which takes account of
income and expenditure and checks the applicant(s) can afford their mortgage payment at a stressed interest rate of 7.25%
Simple Customer Scenario:
 Single applicant with no dependants
 Salary £40k
 Request for a £140k loan
 Term 25 yrs

£140k loan at product rate (e.g. 2.09%)

£140k loan at stressed rate (7.25%)

INTERPRETATION

Income

Non-contractual e.g. Bonus /
Overtime

£1,012

Amount required in the affordability calculation

DATA CAPTURE

Basic Income (Gross Annual)

£600

Current product affordability

£40,000
£2,000

- Deduct Tax and NI
- Convert to monthly
- Take 60% of noncontractual income

AFFORDABILITY
CALCULATION

£2,629

Commitments (committed)
Loan (fixed monthly payment)
Credit Card (current balance)

Cost of living1
e.g.1 Adult 0 Dependants

£400
£2,500

£10,727

- Fixed payment

£400

- Assumes 5%
monthly payment

£125

- Modelled on Household
type

Disposable Income
Source: TSB Bank Plc
1. Minimum and Maximum values are applied for customer with very low/high income.

£894

£1,210

aAffordable
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Mortgage Origination and Servicing
Collections and Recoveries
Pre-Arrears

Collections

Litigation

Repossession

Sale

 We will look to help any customer in financial difficulty and has a mortgage initially through our general collections team, with a hand off to
our payment assistance team if required
 Potential treatments available include:
 A Term Extension to reduce monthly payments. The remaining term will complete before the customer’s scheduled retirement age
 Reduced Payment Plan, including nil payment. Customers on Reduced or Nil Payment Plans will continue to accrue arrears
 Contact is made with customers should they miss any agreed payments or before the payment plan end date

Source: TSB Bank Plc
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Mortgage Origination and Servicing
Collections and Recoveries
Pre-Arrears

Collections

Litigation

Repossession

Sale

 As soon as a customer falls £50 or more into arrears, their account is managed by the Collections team and the customer will begin to
receive automated letters and dialler initiated telephone calls from TSB in line with predefined strategies
 The telephone agent assesses the reason for non payment and the customer’s ability to pay, with the following options available:
 Agree an arrangement to clear the arrears (either up front or over a defined period)
 In cases where the customer is able to maintain payments but are unable to address the arrears, they can agree a short term
arrangement to maintain their Contractual Monthly Payments, with a review at the end of the period
 If a customer is unable to maintain their monthly payments, an income and expenditure form is completed and the customer is
booked in with the Collections Advisory Team, who can offer:

 For customers in short term difficulty, the agents can agree a temporary Reduced or Nil Payment Plan. This does not
prevent that customer’s account moving further into arrears but can prevent further collection activity taking place so long as
the arrangement is adhered to
 A temporary interest only conversion may be offered to customers on a capital repayment mortgage for a limited period of
time over the lifetime of their mortgage to align with a defined change in circumstances in the future. The mortgage will be
then converted back to repayment at the end of this period. Regular contact with the customer is maintained and a further
income and expenditure assessment performed before any further extension to ensure that an extended provision of interest
only is appropriate

 For long term financial difficulty an advised Mortgage Review can be undertaken to extend the term of the mortgage and
lower the contractual monthly payments. A full affordability check is completed and referred to mortgage underwriters where
required. This may also allow the customer to overpay towards their arrears to bring the mortgage back up to date.
Customers would have an opportunity in the future to reduce the term back to the original position if their circumstances allow
them to ensure the treatment remains appropriate
 Capitalisation is available for customers who are in arrears and have demonstrated an ability to meet their full Contractual Monthly Payment
over a period of time. A defined eligibility criteria is applied to ensure that capitalisation is only offered where there is no doubt over a
customers on-going ability to maintain their future payments. Customers must explicitly opt-in for capitalisation to be applied to their account

Source: TSB Bank Plc
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Mortgage Origination and Servicing
Collections and Recoveries
Pre-Arrears

Collections

Litigation

Repossession

Sale

Pre- Litigation
 An account will move to pre-litigation where either no contact has been made with the customer, an acceptable treatment can not be agreed
or a customer has failed to maintain a payment arrangement
 This would involve an assessment to ensure the account meets the criteria for litigation and a field agent is instructed to visit the customer

Litigation
 Should an arrangement not be agreed, an external solicitor from a panel may be instructed to commence litigation
 Throughout this process, we continue to seek a payment arrangement with the customer. We are able to agree a suspended repossession
where the customer agrees a repayment plan with us

Pre-Arrears

Collections

Litigation

Repossession

Sale

 Prior to eviction we will contact the customer at the point of enforcement, 7 days prior to eviction date and the day before eviction date. Our
key objectives are:
 Identify any changes to circumstances that could help prevent possession
 Ensure the customer is clear about the final steps in the process
 Reinforce prior messages about the need to contact local council/secure alternative accommodation
 Contact all mortgage parties to address situations where one party has hidden the arrears from the others. As a back-up we send
separate letters to all parties in parallel
 At every step we extend the minimum time frames required by law to give the customer additional time to contact us and work
through the arrears problem
 The property management and sale process is outsourced to Asset Management Group (AMG), who undertake the process in line with our
policies. TSB tracks and monitors the performance of AMG
Source: TSB Bank Plc
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Mortgage Origination and Servicing
Collections and Recoveries
Pre-Arrears

Collections

Litigation

Repossession

Sale

 A target valuation is determined for a property through the use of a surveyor valuation and estate agent opinion on asking price
 In order to balance stock control with value maximisation, we have a disposal strategy to guide asset management activity around
adjustments to asking price and offer acceptance

 The asking price for a property will be reduced periodically to ensure that continued interest remains in the property
 The ability to accept offers below the asking price is strictly controlled, with the level of offers that can be accepted varying over the period
since the property was marketed
 The use of auctions is considered where the property has not been sold after a prolonged period of marketing
 There are a number of interventions to the general disposal strategy for example:
 High value property where marketing strategy needs to be tailored to individual property
 Shared ownership properties due to legal obligations
 In the event of a loss, we continue to engage with the customer to seek repayment
 A review on each case where there is a material shortfall is carried out to consider any third party liability and where appropriate, recovery
action is taken

Source: TSB Bank Plc
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Wholesale Funding Team
Contacts
Contacts
Steve Vance
Head of Wholesale Funding

T: +44(0) 1452 841380 / M: +44(0) 7894 392 837
steve.vance@tsb.co.uk

Olya Chappell
Senior Manager, Wholesale Funding

T: +44(0) 1452 841721 / M: +44(0) 7919 113 002
olya.chappell@tsb.co.uk
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